
CASE STUDY:

Aircraft Operator optimizes business 
with iPad solution for Pilots
The airline SUN-AIR of Scandinavia has gained both financial and operational 
benefits for business by equipping pilots with iPads and a tailored enterprise 
version of the iPad app TAILLOG from Blue Chap Group. TAILLOG offers a 
user friendly partially Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) combined with an automat-
ed flight log tool closing the gap between pre- and post-flight systems.

SUN-AIR of Scandinavia operates scheduled 
services for e.g. British Airways wearing the Brit-
ish airline’s logo on its wings and staff uniforms. 
Normally a pilot will print between 70 and 80 
pages for each and every flight. In addition, a pilot 
makes paperwork for the flight log before and 
after the flight.

New technology gaining ground, including 
mobile devices like iPads and other tablets, SUN-
AIR decided to explore available possibilities to 
automate the work in the cockpit by introducing 
mobile devices.

”There is a saying that it is paper that makes a 
plane fly. We are in the 21st century, and digit-
ilisation has hit practically every other industry. 
We found that this was the right moment for us to 
check out the possibilities of making profit from 

digitalising the work processes in connection 
with our flights,” says CEO & Owner Kristoffer 
Sundberg of SUN-AIR of Scandinavia. Kristoffer 
Sundberg is a pilot himself and flies several flights 
every month. 

The challenge for SUN-AIR of Scandinavia was 
to find a supplier of a system that would facilitate 
the pilots’ work processes before, during and after 
flights. The system would be required to enhance 
the quality of the work performed, security re-
quirements should be observed, and SUN-AIR 
also looked for other potential benefits to obtain 
from digitalisation. An important factor was to 
avoid any essential changes of the IT systems used 
by the administration at the Head Office in Bil-
lund.

The Challenge

The Solution
The solution became the iPad app TAILLOG 
developed by Blue Chap Group. A contact in his 
network directed Kristoffer Sundberg’s attention 
to Blue Chap Group, a young Danish development 
company that has developed an app intended to 
automate the flight log work process, and is now 
working hard on further improvements.

”It was obvious that the app was a quality pro- 
duct with great potential. With TAILLOG you 
realise that this does not just come from an IT 
company who has given a solution a few thoughts. 
TAILLOG is really well thought out, taking in the 
workflow required by the pilots. The app inter-

face can be adapted to the needs of the individual 
airlines, enabling the pilot to focus on his essen-
tial work procedures, while being released from 
concerns about squares to be filled in. It is really 
well founded,” says CEO Kristoffer Sundberg.

In a joint effort by SUN-AIR and Blue Chap 
Group they studied the entire work process and 
the interaction with other systems before, during 
and after flights.

”Though a small provider in this connection, 
Blue Chap Group is focusing one hundred percent 
on developing the proper solution, and we had no 
doubt at all that our cooperation would be fine. 
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Add to this that TAILLOG is a very flexible solu-
tion, adaptable to individual needs without cost-
ing a fortune”, Kristoffer Sundberg points out.

TAILLOG at work
With TAILLOG the pilot downloads the required 
company documents and scheduled flight plans 
for the planned legs directly from the flight plan 
provider system. If revised flight plans have been 
prepared prior to a flight, the pilot is notified and 
has the option to load the latest updates.

Common company documents and flight manu-
als can be downloaded in advance. When docu-
ments are downloaded, Wi-Fi is no longer re-
quired to access documents and execute the flight 
progress.

Along with the downloaded flight plans, the re-
lated weather information and NOTAM’s are au-
tomatically fetched. Both before and during flight 
the pilot has easy access to the latest METAR/TAF 
information and all the required weather charts. 
In addition, the pilot can easily fetch weather in-
formation of new unplanned airports.

When listening to the local ATIS, the unique 
and fast ATIS notepad helps the pilot to easily 
record messages by the intuitive multiple selec-
tion tool.

The fully flexible flight progress tool runs either 
in an automatic or manual mode, or in a user-de-
fined mode where the key flight progress steps can 
easily be configured to be controlled automatically 
or manually. This is very useful, both gaining the 
value from GPS and still respecting the company 
procedures.

The system makes it easy to control flight 
progress. In automatic mode the entire flight 
progress, except fuel entries, are registered with-

out required interaction with the pilot. In manual 
mode, a one-click button can easily control the 
immediate flight activities, and if a more compre-
hensive flight progress is required, the data and 
waypoints can easily be activated via the segment 
table.

A notification system enables background run-
ning and will keep the pilot informed about key 
activities and if data entries are required.

Meeting security requirements
In cooperation with Blue Chap Group, SUN-AIR 
has compiled the documentation for the national 
Danish Civil Aviation Authorities. For a period of 
time, selected SUN-AIR pilots have been flying 
with both paper and TAILLOG, which has proved 
that the same data are available after use of TAIL-
LOG as before.

As a security measure in the case of an iPad 
breakdown with subsequent data loss, SUN-AIR 
always flies with two iPads in the cockpit, the pilot 
only working actively with one of them. The other 
iPad will therefore always include a backup of the 
data collected automatically by TAILLOG during 
flight, in case the first iPad should fail.

In addition, the cockpit windscreen is equipped 
with a GPS receiver that transfers the GPS signal 
to the two iPads via Bluetooth. In some cases, the 
iPads will not be sufficiently sensitive to catch the 
GPS signals inside the airplane body. But this is 
handled without problems by the external GPS 
receiver in the windscreen in the same reliable 
way as other GPS systems used in commercial 
aviation.

All flight data and configuration settings are 
automatically synchronized with the web cloud 
system the next time the iPad has a Wi-Fi connec-

About SUN-AIR
SUN-AIR is a Danish aircraft operator probably best known for the franchise cooperation with 
British Airways, which, since 1996, has resulted in all scheduled flights operating as British Air-
ways. Among other operations of SUN-AIR is JoinJet, who offers ad hoc charter flights with up 
to 32 persons, and air ambulance services for SOS International.

The head office of SUN-AIR is located at Billund in Denmark. This is also the site of the largest 
of the company’s three aircraft maintenance centers. The other two service centers are located at 
Aarhus Airport and at Thisted Airport. In addition, there is a ticket office at Billund Airport.

All in all, SUN-AIR employs a staff of 230. The company fleet includes 22 aircrafts. The family 
driven SUN-AIR was established in 1978 by Niels Sundberg and is now run by his son, Kristoffer 
Sundberg.
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tion. Hence, pilots are not limited to use a person-
al tablet device, but can freely use the company 
tablet pool.

The cloud system makes a database, which 
ensures both user flexibility, data safety and in-
terface options, and data is stored within the time 
horizons required by the Civil Aviation Authori-
ties.

Integration to back office
In order to benefit to the full from the digitaliza-
tion of the cockpit work, SUN-AIR has chosen to 

integrate the data in the cloud with the existing 
back-office system. Blue Chap Group has devel-
oped a cloud API for easy integration to other 
operational IT systems.

The flight log is immediately transferred to the 
systems. In the past, they were entered manu-
ally when the documents had been brought back 
to the office. The data are used in maintenance 
programs, and there is also a link to the finance 
system.

Blue Chap Group develops mobile solutions for aviation professionals throughout the world, 
continuously expanding the cooperation with service providers and operators in the global avia-
tion industry. The focus is on optimizing administrative procedures and threshold systems, giv-
ing flight operators the freedom to focus on their core business.

Behind Blue Chap Group is a dedicated team of engineers and pilots with the goal of facilitat-
ing everyday life for pilots and administrators by means of intuitive, efficient and timesaving 
solutions.

Blue Chap Group is located in Roskilde, 30 kilometers out of the Danish capital Copenhagen. 
Managing Director Morten Gershøj Andersen, engineer and recreational pilot, established the 
company in 2013.

About Blue Chap Group
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The Result
SUN-AIR of Scandinavia has obtained a number 
of financial and operational benefits from digital-
izing the work process for the pilots.

CEO and Owner Kristoffer Sundberg points out:

• Releasing resources: Automatic generation 
of the flight log in the app and digital trans-
fer to the Head Office has released resources 
formerly used for manual entering of the flight 
log.

• No more paper 1: Easier for pilots to get 
latest revision of flight plan, above all in for-
eign airports where they now no longer need 
access to a printer. 

• No more paper 2: Easier workflow for pilots 
with more automated procedures, collection of 
data and simply no more need to carry all that 
paper.

• Route optimization: Digital collection of 
data has made it possible to run more statis-
tics, and SUN-AIR now analyze data to find 

more optimal routes in cooperation with flight 
controllers.

• Service optimization: Pilots are likely to 
overrate the flight time. With the precise time 
in the air from TAILLOG, the aircrafts are now 
taken out for service at the right time, and not 
too early, which is money saving.

• Cash flow optimization: Flight times are 
entered faster into the system, that is when the 
pilot gets online after a finished flight, which 
increases the invoicing speed and conse-
quently gives a more efficient cash flow in the 
company.

Besides operating for British Airways, SUN-AIR 
offers ad hoc charter flights as JoinJet and oper-
ates air ambulance services for SOS International.

After the initial use of TAILLOG on the British 
Airways flights, SUN-AIR now also uses TAILLOG 
on its ad hoc flights for JoinJet.


